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An event held in the Union last night celebrated several milestones in the nearly
half century history of the University's
undergraduate literary journal.
The event showcased the first time the publication featured pieces of literature submitted
from anywhere in the nation and unveiled a
new course offered for students interested in
working on the journal.
More than 20 students gathered to hear
pieces of fiction, poetry and creative nonfiction from the newest issue of Prairie
Margins, an annual publication that was
released today.
According to Steven Barrie, one of the
journal's two editor-in-chiefs, the publication was intended to be distributed at the
event, but was delayed until today due to a
publisher mishap.
The journal will be handed out at the weekly "creative writing common time," an ongoing reading series presenting literature from
various authors, which is held Thursdays at
7:30 p.m. in Prout Chapel.
"So not only are we having this big release
party, but we will also be able to get it to others.
I think we will be able to have our cake and eat
it too," he said, adding that the party was also
a first for the journal.
The 2005 edition is approximately 100
pages in length and features 31 works of literature, including 13 submitted by University
undergraduates.
Barrie said that the works featured in the

They're pretty choosy about what they put
in." he said.
According to Barrie, the task of sorting
through and selecting submissions has
become substantially more involving since
the publication went national.
"We at least doubled our submissions,"
he said.
Last year, the all-volunteer staff of 16
undergraduates sorted through 300 submissions, proofread those chosen, edited
them and laid them out. As was demonstrated last night, they even promote the
journal's release.
Their haul work did not go unnoticed
by the publication's advisor, general studies writing instructor Karen Craigo, who
believes they gain valuable experience in
Colleen Redmond BGNe«
the area of publishing.
SPEAKING UP: Junior Selh Fried reads from
And if they are learning, she said, they
his work at the Prarie Margins release party.
slu mid be getting credit for it.
Craigo worked for months to establish
new edition "cover a lot of ground."
"It is really diverse. There is some stuff that her new three credit hour course. English 387,
seams really real, and there is some stuff that which fills the void by providing instniction
is like magical realism. It is a wide range of on all aspects of publishing.
"It is a real magazine. Wc now take submissubject matter.. .Some are really abstract and
sions from all over the country. It is going to be
others are really concrete," he said.
Senior kiseph Utzinger inadvertently dis- a lot more effort and that is why we need the
covered the amount of time the publication's class," she said.
Ihe course will be offered in the spring for
staff spends putting it together. His poerh,
"About Your Wife," was submitted last year the first time
The journal can also be obtained by e-mailand finally released today.
"It took them several months to sort ing its other editor-in-chief, Oleander Barber,
through the submissions and contact me. at debrabP'bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Bus route to
stay in effect
Stop at Copper Beech
to continue through
end of semester

she picked up students at
Copper Beech five times.
Wiegand is concerned with
the low numbers.
"We're a month and a half
By Laren Weber
into it, I thought word of
Cl'r HI WS I DIIOR
mouth would have spread," he
Although the number of stu- said. "If I'm only going to get 26
dents riding the south off-cam- to 28 [people] throughout the
pus shuttle from the Copper day, I'm not sure if it's a good
Beech Townhomes is lower use of our resources."
In addition to the low numthan anticipated, the extended
route will continue through the bers of students being picked
end of the semester.
up at Copper Beech, regular
After a two month trial ridership has also decreased.
period to monitor
Shuttle Service
the number of stuManagerl'red Smith
dents picked up at
said the south shuttle normally transthe Napoleon lioad
and
Dunbridge
ports between 650
Road complex, lim
and 675 people per
Wiegand,
direcday.
tor of public safety,
But now the bus
concluded he needs
only picks up about
more information
525 riders each day.
before making the
Smith attributes
JIM
WIEGAND,
PUBLIC
stop permanent.
the decrease to the
SAFETY DIRECTOR
"I don't think I
lengthened route.
have the data |to
Prior to the change
make a decision],"
in early September,
he said."The number of riders the route took 15 minutes.
But with the additional stop,
has been fluctuating up and
down."
the trip now takes between 19
Wiegand expected at least 75 and 24 minutes.
"It's taking too long," Smith
people from the new complex
to ride the shuttle daily.
said.
But the number of students
Vanessa 1 lagan, junior, who
from Copper Beech that use rides the shuttle every day.
the service averages between agrees the extended route is
frustrating.
28 and 30 people.
"It's not on a regular sched"Ridership is not what we
anticipated," Wiegand said. "I ule so it's harder for me to
really anticipated significantly know when it's going to come."
I lagan said. "It used to be every
higher numbers than that."
15 minutes, now it's so ranDuring the morning route on
Tuesday, shuttle driver Marilyn
llamman said out of 14 trips,
SHUniE, PAGE 2

"The number
of riders
has been
fluctuating
up and
down."

FOUR IN
A ROW:
ANIGHT
OF BINGO
HITS THE
PUB

DeRose discusses
women in media
Lecture examines
female stereotypes in
film and TV programs
By Sandy Meade
REPOItttl

Those who saw Disney's
"Pocahontas" when they were
younger may have found it cute
and entertaining.
At the Women's Center's
Brown Bag Luncheon yesterday, Women's Studies Instructor
Maria DeRose prompted audience members to reevaluate
the movie by examining scenes
that demonstrate negative stereotypes the media impose on
women of color.
By women of color, DeRose
meant Asian, Native American,
Latina and black women.
During her presentation,
"The Exotifkation of Women of
Color in the Media," DeRose
explained how women of color
have minor roles in media or
are completely left out
"And the few times that they
are shown, the stereotypes are
almost unbelievable," she said.
She also spoke about how
women of color are exotiiinl. which she says is much
more than the sexualization of
women.
"(When we) think of the word
'exotic' we tend to think they're
so rare ... and we make a big
deal when we discover them,"
DeRose said. "We've almost
placed this unattainable qual-

ity to it."
In order to demonstrate this,
she showed the scene from
"Pocahontas" where John
Smith and Pocahontas first
meet.
Before this scene takes place,
Pocahontas has already been
seen jumping off a high cliff,
talking with animals and tunning through the forest. But
when she meets Smith, something unusual happens.
DeRose described this as a
"magical moment where, just
because she sees this cute
white guy and because they're
soul mates, she's magically able
to understand English.". Even
though before this, Pocahontas
had no knowledge of the
English language.
What is important about this
scene is the fact that she learns
his language, rather than the
other way around.
DeRose said every semester
her students tell her "we can't
take this so seriously, it's just a
cartoon."
But it is a serious problem.
After attending the discussion, Ellen k 11111, senior, saw the
movie in a new light.
'"Pocahontas" wasn't as cute
as I thought it was because it
has a lot of stereotyping in it,"
she said.
According to Krull, children
think that what they see in the
movies is a reflection of real

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

STEREOTYPES, PAGE 2

I WIN: From left to right: Andy
Wielicui, Kristen Holfa, Eric
Enright, Abbie Mingus and Beth
Heitkamp enjoy their dinner at
the Pub while playing bingo.

Colleen Redmond BGNews

Fraternity collecting for annual food drive
Brothers of Lambda
Chi Alpha set goal of
15,000 pounds of food
By Coleen Casey
IIPOITCi
The brothers of the Lambda Chi
Alpha Fraternity are giving back
to the community through their
annual food drive this week,
which will benefit the Bowling
Green Christian Food Pantry.
This week, the brothers will
be distributing collection boxes
to fraternity and sorority houses
on campus as well as houses
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throughout the Bowling Green
area to collect non-perishable
food items and monetary donations.
Last year, the University's
Lambda Chi Alpha collected and
donated 12,000 pounds of food
and $2,200 in monetary donations.
According to Matt Cable, vice
president of external affairs for
the fraternity, the brothers are
hoping to break their record liy
donating 15,000 pounds of food
just this weekend, and their goal
for the year is 200,000 pounds
of food.

"This year, we're looking to
break our national record for
annual donations," Cable said.
"This would not be possible with out the help of die local community here in Bowling Green."
Donations of non-perishable
food items as well as monetary
contributions can be given to
the Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
located on Old Fraternity Road.
The Food Drive Public
Relations chair for the fraternity, Nick Snyder, believes diat
the food drive is an extremely
rewarding charity event.
"This is by far our largest and

most successful philanthropy,"
Snyder said.
Every year, Uinilxla Chi Alpha
chapters throughout the country
take pan in the North American
Food Drive, which provides assistance for needy families in their
communities.
"I think we are helping a lot
of people. We need to do diis
to make sure everyone in northwest Ohio has food," said Carl
Brinkley. freshman.
The brothers will collect the
food and monetary donaFOOD DRIVE. PAGE 2
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Syrian leaders halt
assassination probe
U.N. investigation
on killing of prime
minister stopped
By ErJtth M. Letterer
IHC

ISSOCIATED PRESS

UNITED NATIONS — U.S.
Ambassador lohn Bolton said
yesterday thai Syria's leader
refused lo meet U.N. investigators probing the assassination
(ill ebani >n's former prime minister, but would be required to
submit to questioning under a
proposed new U.N. resolution.
Bolton's comments were the
first confirmation that the investigation led by U.N. prosecutor
IX'tlev Mehlis had tried to talk to
n President Bashar Assad about
the Feb. 14 car bomb in Beirut
that killed Rafik Hariri and 20
others.
The Syrian president wasn't
mentioned in Mehlis' report to
the Security Council last week,
which implicated top Syrian
and Lebanese security officials
in Hariri's assassination and
accused Syria of not cooperating fully with the investigation.
But Mehlis told council members at a closed-door briefing
Tuesday that Assad refused to
be interviewed, Bolton's spokesman Richard Grcnell said.
The resolution introduced
Tuesday by the United States,
France and Britain would require
Syria to detain any Syrian official
or civilian die U.N. investigators might consider a suspect
in Hariri's killing and allow the
individual to be questioned
outside die country or without
Syrian officials present.
It would immediately freeze
the assets and impose a travel
ban on anyone the commission identified as a possible suspect in the assassination, and if

Syria refuses to cooperate, the
Security Council would consider "further measures," including
economic sanctions.
When Bolton was asked
whether the detention provision would apply to Assad, he
replied. "It absolutely includes
the president of Syria. No person is above the law."
The president has the opportunity to talk to the media all the
time and he's still doing it. He
should have a few minutes to
talk to commissioner Mehlis,"
Bolton said.
The U.S. ambassador disclosed Assad's refusal to be
questioned while defending the
tough draft resolution, which
faces strong opposition from
Russia, China and Algeria.
The Security Council held
closed-door consultations on
the draft Wednesday.
In Beirut, judicial officials said
two brothers — Ahmad AbdelAl and Mahmoud Abdel-Al,
both members of the pro-Syrian
Sunni Muslim fundamentalist group Al-Ahbash — who
were cited in the U.N. report
had been detained. The officials
spoke yesterday on condition of
anonymity because they were
not authorized to give official
statements.
They said Mahmoud AbdelAl was detained in Beirut on
Saturday at the recommendation of U.N. investigators, who
said he made "interesting" telephone calls Feb. 14, including
one to pro-Syrian President
Emile Lahoud, just before a
bomb killed Hariri. Lahoud's
office has denied receiving such
a call.
Mahmoud's brother, arrested
earlier on weapons charges, was
named by Mehlis as a "key figure" who had extensive contacts

with top Lebanese security officials before and after the blast,
and tried to hide information
from investigators.
Opposition to the resolution
from Russia and China could
spell serious trouble because
both countries have veto power
in the Security Council.
But Bolton said he was encouraged by the initial response to
the draft, though he recognized
the "turbulence" of some initial
reactions.
"We're open to suggestions,"
he said. "But in terms of the purpose that we have, of sending
a strong and clear signal, that's
not going to change."
"The Mehlis report says officials of the government of Syria
made false statements, that
they have prevented access to
material witnesses. ...President
Assad has refused to meet with
Mehlis," Bolton said. "That's
not cooperation."
Syria's U.N. Ambassador
Fayssal Mekdad said he hadn't
heard Bolton's comments
but countered that Assad has
"expressed on more than one
occasion that those who committed this crime, whether
Syrians or not, are traitors and
they have to be put to justice."
He called the draft resolution
"a U.S. agenda against Syria"
and said he expects key points
to be disputed during the council's upcoming discussions.
"I'm sure Russia and others
will not accept such an agenda
because this is a United States
agenda," Mekdad said.
Without elaborating, China's
U.N.
Ambassador
Wang
Guangya said, "I'm sure the
co-sponsors will get our views
and try to modify it. Otherwise,
there will be a split in the council."

Minority women
said to be 'exotic'
STEREOTYPES, FROM PAGE 1
life and they tend to think of
Pocahontas in a different light,
often wanting to be like her.
But when viewers look at
other Native American women
in film, they have minor roles or
are invisible, DeRose said. This
is because films about Native
Americans .are usually about
men —the main character often
being a white man.
When Native American
women are the main characters,
they are portrayed as princesses
surrounded by "all this magical stuff," just like Pocahontas,
DeRose said.
"And because we have so few
other images of them, every
image that we do have takes
on that much more importance
because we don't have anything
to balance it with," she said.
Laurie Rodgers, assistant
director of learning community
projects, expressed views similar to DeRose's.
"Disney's intent may be to
make movies and entertain
children, but it also reinforces
stereotypes," Rodgers said.
She also believes that Disney
is not acting out of ignorance.
Rogers thinks the stereotypes
have been pointed out to them
and they should be held responsible for promoting them.
But these stereotypes are not
limited to "Pocahontas."
DeRose also examined scenes
from "Ally McBeal" and a documentary about a Latina actress,
Carmen Miranda, to demonstrate other ways women of
color are portrayed by the mass
media.
From "Ally McBeal," DeRose
focused specifically on Lucy
Liu's character, who is often
portrayed as animal-like.
When Ling, Liu's character,
gets a certain look on her face,
an animal growl is heard in the
background.
On the TV program, Liu's
character even admits she
doesn't consider herself to be
entirely human.

Off-campus
students often
avoid bus trips

According to DeRose, Liu's
character is seen as a "superhuman that literally kills men
in bed because she's just that
good. No matter what Ling
does, she can't seem to help
how good she is in bed."
This only reinforces stereotypes of Asian women in film,
which have included whores,
geishas and dragon ladies.
These and other stereotypes
can be applied to other women
, of color, which DeRose demonstrated during her presentation
today.
This presentation is a shortened version of what DeRose
uses in her classes.
She thinks it is important to
focus on media issues because
even though they directly affect
students, students usually don't
know a lot about their history
and impact.
In order for change to occur,
we have to be aware of the
problem and understand how
and why it exists, DeRose said.
One of her students, Kristiha
Scales, sophomore, said she has
learned a lot about how stereotypes are portrayed in the
media today.
Scales thinksstereotypes have
a negative impact on younger
kids today because "if you don't
fulfill these stereotypes, you're
not fulfilling your culture ...
Because I'm a black female, if I
don't fulfill the stereotypes, then
I'm not black enough."
But
today's presentation
caused Scales to think about
more than just how black
women are portrayed.
"I learned more about how
Asian women are portrayed. 1
never thought of this perspective, usually because I only
think of black female roles," she
said.
The Brown Bag Luncheons
are held each Wednesday in 107
Hanna Hall, from noon to 1
p.m. Next week's topic is "If You
lump Off a Virtual Bridge, Does
it Hurt When You land in the
Real World?"
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BIG DOSE OF REALITY:
What do you think of images portrayed on reality TV?;
READ TAYLOR COPELAND, PAGE 4

SHUTTLE. FROM PAGE 1
dom."
Hagan admitted she's more
prone to walk to class rather than
wait for the shuttle.
"I used to walk when it was
warmer, but I'm just putting up
with it," Hagan said.
Also an avid shuttle rider,
Nnenna S. Ononye. senior, said
the inconsistent route schedule
is irritating.
"You end up being late to every
place you go," Ononye said.
"Some days I have to brave the
cold and walk to school. It just
really sucks."
Although Wiegand would like
to make the Copper Beech stop
permanent, he said he'll base the
decision on whether to continue
the route through spring semester on information he receives.
"I'd like to continue it. I think
it's important for our students,"
Wiegand said." III try to gather
as much information as I can and
make the best decision possible
for the University, students and
operation of the shuttle."

Drive benefits
needy families
FOOD DRIVE, FROM PAGE 1
tions from the community on
Saturday.
Lyn Ix>ng, a member of the
Bowling Green Christian food
Pantry board, is very pleased with
the fraternity's food drive event
"1 think it is a very fine endeavor for these young people to go
out to the community and help
people," Long said.
Snyder said that because of
the devastation from die hurricanes in the south, the amount
of donations to the local community has fallen.
"INeedy families] are really
in need of the campus' and the
community's generous support,
especially during the approaching holiday season," Snyder said.
The Phi Mu Zeta of the Lambda
Chi Alpha here at the University
is active in several community
activities throughout the year. In
addition to this food drive, they
also hold the "When You Move
Out, Don't Throw it Out" program,
and assist the Toledo Food Bank.
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GREEKS HOST NEW MEMBER NIGHT OUT

CAMPUS

Tonight's event for New Member Greek Week is "Night
at the Rec." Those new to the Greek system can enjoy
a night out at the Rec Genter with their new brothers and sisters. The event begins at 8 p.m. Attendees
should bring canned food donations to earn extra
spirit points.
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9 ,I.ITI - S p.m.
Check-in Table for Spirit Points
Union Lobby
10 a.m.
26th Annual New Music & Art

Festival
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
10 a.m. - 3 p.m
Amnesty International Recruitment
Union Lobby

10 am.-4 p.m.
Candy Grams. Fundraiser lor Sigma
Lambda Gamma
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -5 p.m.

HOOP rr UP

India Student Assoc. will be selling
tickets for their Mela 2005.
Union Lobby

Noon - 2 p.m.
Caught in the Web: Internet Addiction
320Saddlemire

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Muslim Student Association Fast-aThon to benefit Katrina victims.
Union Lobby

5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Learning to Relax
Hands-on practice of a variety of
relaxation techniques
320Saddlemire

11 a.m. - 4 p m
Halloween Candy Grams. Fundraiser
by Sigma Kappa
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 4 p.rrt
Haunted House Tickets. Sponsored by
Alpha Phi Alpha
Union Lobby

7:30-10pjn.
The International Film Series
Czlowiek / Marmuni (Man of Marble).
(1977) Poland. 160 mins.
Lillian Gish Theatre
8 p.m.
LSI) Guest Speaker - Staphanie
Elizondo
Union Multipurpose Room
8:30 p.m.
Pandora's Box crafting/conversation

6 - 8 n 111

circle

Texas Hold Em Tournament SemiFinals

Union Room 208

Loan scam pricey
Identity theft can
cost students their
financial aid
By Andrea Coombes

Pat Dorsman BGNe*s
NICE TRY: Matt Persinger. sophomore, goes up for a layup in the Rec Center gym. Matt likes
to use the courts early in the day because there are less people around.
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6 p.m.
ARTalks Performance: Marcel
OGormansDREADMILL
Union Ballroom

Union Falcon's Nest

nil
SAN FRANCISCO — When
John Christcnsen sinned up for
classes at a community college
in -Arizona, he wasn't worried
about his final grade, lie could
only fail if he didn't last long
enough to collect thousands of
dollars in fraudulent student
loans and grants.
"The object 1 had was io not be
dropped out of the courses for
the first 30 days. If 1 didn't drop
out, and the instructor didn't
drop me out, 1 was going to gel
the money," said Christcnsen,
an identity thief who collected
more than S316.OO0 in federal
college aid with 43 stolen identities until he was caught in
September 2003.

Christcnsen now tells his story
from federal prison in Tucson,
recorded in a U.S. Department
of Education promotional video
aimed at educating college-aid
officers about the problem of
crooks who use other people's
names to bilk tin- federal government mil of millions of dollars of
federal grams and loans.
Chrisienscn is fust one face
of a growing problem: identity
thieves who targel an estimated
S70 billion the U.S. Department
of Education disburses in grams
and loans to students every
year.
The crime is particularly vexing for victims whose first indication they've been targeted
may be when their own studentaid request is turned down or
when they are refused another
type of loan over a default they
know nothing about.

While victims aren't on the
hook for the money, they usually

spend hundreds of hours cleaning up their credit reports and
explaining the situation to creditors, said Daniel Drake, an assis
lant U.S. attorney in Phoenix
and an Identity-theft expert who
worked on die Chrisienscn case.
And there are other victims:
students who don't receive aid
when they need it. "To the extent
that someone like Chrisienscn
siphons off S300,000 ... that's
S300.(XK) that's nol there to help
someone else," I )rake said.
Taxpayers pay, too, as much ol
the money is never recovered In
mot) cases, thieves steal about
S20.000 and "the likelihood of
getting that back from them is
zero," Drake said.

Thirteen percent of Idenotyiheft victims said thieves used
their Identity to apply for a loan,
according to a survey of 500
identity-theft victims by javelin
Strategy & Research, a consulting firm in Pleasanlon. Calif.

Don't miss

the wildest patty
of the yearI

5th Annual Hallow

Wedding showers,
bring you dollars!
COSTUMES ENCOURAGED!!
Inii nol required

Come Hang Out At BG's Most Decorated Bar

6M

Buy your ring at Harold Jaffe Jewelers and if it rains
an inch or more on you wedding day, you receive
your ring for free*!
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HAROLDJAFFE
JEWELERS

1 58 N. Main • 3 5 3-75 11 • call for details
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4211 Talmadge across from Westficld Franklin Park
419.472.4480
www.haroldjafFe.com
•See store for details.
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OPINION

"Don't blame FEMA. This is our responsibility...People had ample time to prepare.
It isn't that hard to get 72 hours worth of
food and water."
Honda Got |cb Bush on slow response to Hurricane Wilnia

Ugeari

SIAKI KDIIOMIAI.

Cultural stereotypes still exist
Everyone knows that stereotypes are wrong. We know that
we should look at people as individuals and that we should not
judge others.
Hut. refraining from stereotyping is a lot easier said than done.
Stereotypes are reinforced in
entertainment every day.
Most of us grew up watching
cartoons. We loved watching characters like Pocahontas because
she seemed exotic and magical.
Only that stereotype is not the

real image of Native American
women. This image becomes
something that Native American
women sometimes feel that they
should fulfill because it is how
society portrays them.
These broad generalizations of
certain characters appear in TV
and movies everywhere.
When we stop and think about
the stereotypical roles that women
and minorities often take on in
films, the inaccuracies become
very apparent

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the stereotypes in
TV still exist? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site.

However, when you sit
down and watch a cartoon like
Pocahontas, you are probably just
taking in the music and die story,
without a second thought of the

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
AlcoholEdu
satisfies grant
requirements
AlcoholEdu has gained a lot of
attention on the BGSU campus
lately. It should. Alcohol abuse
is a serious problem on college
campuses nationwide.
In a recent BG News column,
Mike Woodall claims diat the
U.S. Department of Education
grant BGSU received is being
used incorrectly by implementing AlcoholEdu.
Unfortunately, Mr. Woodall
does not understand what it
involves. Nor would I expect
him to understand anything
about grants.
Without boring the readers
with the details of applying for
a grant, put simply. 157 grant
applications were submitted to the U.S. Department of
Education. Only 20 received
awards.
If BGSU did not satisfy the
grant requirements, we would
not have received this award.
Period.
Mr. Woodall points out how
some of the other 20 universities
are using their grant monies and
argues that none of them focus
on Greeks. Not true.
Take a look at the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology who received the
same grant as BGSU. Their target audiences include".. .three
major research-based high-risk
population segments identified
by the NIAAATask force Report
- first-year students, student athletes and students affiliated with
a fraternity or sorority."
The purpose of the U.S.
I >epartment of Education's
Grant Competition to Prevent
I ligh-Risk Drinking or Violent
Behavior Among College
Students is to utilize researchbased alcohol interventions.
These interventions involve all of
us, not just Greeks.
There are many avenues to
addressing the problem of highrisk drinking on college campuses. AlcoholEdu is one of many
strategies. Here are what some
of the other 19 colleges and universities who received the grant
this year are doingVirginia Polytechnic Institute
is focusing on 21st birthday celebration intervention strategies
University of Michigan is
focusing on resident advisors
and first-year student opinion
leaders
University of Wisconsin is
targeting university staff, law
enforcement and alcohol dis-

tributors
College of William and Mary
is working toward reducing the
incidents of alcohol-related
sexual assault committed by
first-year men
University of North Carolina
is using their funds to challenge
the culture of masculinity that
perpetuates high-risk drinking
and eliminating gender-based
advertising
North Country Community
college is training faculty mid
staff in program intervention,
normative messaging and presentation of alcohol-free events
These are just a few samples of
how odier colleges and universities are using their grant money.
You can learn more about the
BGSU grant and the other 19
recipients by visiting
http://www.edc.org/hec/
grants/high-risk/0502/winners.
html.
And, although not grant
awardces, Miami University
and Ohio University have been
implementing AlcoholEdu for at
least two years.
Finally, 1 want to applaud the
417Greeks, 1,863 first-year students and 127 student athletes
who have been participating in
AlcoholEdu this semester.
OR. TERRY L REMTNER
PROFESSOR
trenme@bgsu.edu

Vote for city
council based
on the facts
Thank you to lason for his
reply to my original letter. I am
glad to see democracy in action.
After all, democracy cannot exist
without public discourse.
First, let me address my classification issue. The options
BG News gives do not include
"graduate student," so I chose
"graduate" or "alumnus" as the
BG News reported. This is not an
incorrect classification, as I have
graduated from BGSU with one
degree already and I am also a
current graduate student, working on my Ph.D. So, yes, I am
a student at BGSU, as well as a
voting member of Ward 2.
Second, let me address my
"attendance" policy. No, I have
not been keeping a tally of who
arrives and when. However, I
have been a participant and
have therefore attended several
city council meetings. I have met
both student candidates, and
have not seen them at many of
the recent city council meetings.

At the recent Sunday forum,
1 was not greeted by any candidate, rather volunteers from the
league of Women Voters (one
of the event sponsors). In addition, I was actually mistaken
for Gilbert on Sunday — volunteers said that she had not yet
checked in. This was at 6:40 p.m.
Third, my association with
candidate Gordy I leminger is
professional. Heminger has been
on the staff at BGSU for four
years, and I have had the opportunity to work with him for three
of those four. I am supporting
Heminger not because of tliis
association, but rather because
he is the clear choice for Ward 1
Councilman. You did not argue
I leminger's qualifications, so I
will not spend more time on it.
Fourth, Gilbert did make an
interesting point regarding the
dress codes on Sunday. As you
said, she suggested that students
affected by the code contact the
Ohio Civil Rights Commission.
I lowever, she did not address the
importance of the city's or the
University's involvement.
If, in fact, this issue is discriminatory in nature, then by
all means, follow Gilbert's advice.
However, this has yet to be
proven in any real way. Until that
proof exists in something other
than anecdote, I would suggest
that the establishment owners
and city officials work together.
Gilbert's answer to the smart
growth question started with "I
agree with the other candidates"
— there were five who spoke
before her.
This is a superior answer? Your
claim that Zanfardino's answers
were inferior to Gilbert's is subjective.
McOmberis is a Republican
who I will also be voting for on
Tuesday. I agree he is one of two
qualified candidates I will support for the at-large position.
You claim that I am voting
for the democratic candidates
based on party dogma. Incorrect
again. I am voting for Zanfarduio
(Heminger is not in my Wford),
because he is the most qualified candidate. He is a long-time
resident of Bowling Green, and
has worked successfully as Mike
Zickara's replacement for the
past six months.
I encourage all voters to
decide for themselves who to
vote for. Visit the Wood County
Board of Elections or the League
ofWomen Voters Web sites for
more information on all of the
candidates and the issues.
AUREA 0SG00O
ALUMNUS AND GRADUATE
STUDENT
aosgood@bgsu.edu

underlying inaccurate portrayals
of the characters.
If we do not even take the time
to think about the problem of stereotypes, how can we expect to
hold Hollywood responsible for
continuing to promote them?
Children are especially sensitive to the media that they take
in. AlUiough cartoons may appear
harmless, these stereotypes
inevitably become a part of their
psyche.
lust take a look at the little

girls who dress up like "Indian
Princesses," or the boys who are
ninjas on Halloween.
The problem is the mind-set
that one acquires after repeatedly
being exposed to these inaccurate
stereotypes.
Often times, there are complaints about the "stupid, white
father stereotype." The difference
between that stereotype and the
ones that affect minorities and
women is that we see white men
take on a lot of other roles besides

die "dumb father."
Although we are seeing progress for minorities in more central
and dynamic roles, there is still
much progress to be made.
Halle Berry may have made
headlines when she became the
first black woman to win a best
actress Oscar, but we should not
be satisfied with simply reaching
that milestone.
Awareness of stereotypes in
entertainment is the first step.
Now, real change is the next.

PEOPLE Reality does not
ON THE STREET indude edit option

If you could be on any
reality TV show, which
one would it be?

BRANDIE WELLS
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED

"I want to break
the mold for short,
thick girls and be on
'America's Next Top
Model'."

GREG PEREZ
SOPHOMORE, PRE-LAW

'"Fear Factor'because
I know I could do
whatever they wanted
to win the money."

MIKE BROWN
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED

7 want to be the next
William Hung from
'American Idol, since
he is not even talented, but he is making
millions."

KATE GUZIK
FRESHMAN, PUBLIC
RELATIONS

"I want to be on
'Laguna Beach'
because I am obsessed
with it, and I just love
all the drama."

Have you ever watched
TAYLOR
two teams of seven
COPELAND
strangers, battling for
cash while traveling the counOpinion Columnist
try in RVs that they trade and
makeover as America votes
for an authentic body part on
on their future spouses while
Michael lackson. I'm not saying
they eat an assortment of cow
innards and thought to yourself, that it doesn't exist; it's just really
hard to find.
"How did this show make it on
And the introduction of reality
the air?"
TV hasn't made the search any
Well, the other day I was flipeasier. Shows such as MTV's
ping through the channels when
"The Real World," which debuted
a beauty pageant came on. The
in 1991, have become the hot
competition had been narrowed
new trend, sweeping across
down and the top five contesAmerica. But don't let the name
tants were about to answer that
fool you. Reality TV is anything
last, big question. You know the
but real.
one... "If you had $1 million,
If you think about it, the
what would you do?"
phrase "Reality TV" is an oxymoTheir answers will simply
ron. The term implies that what
amaze you. The first contestant
we see on TV is real, which is not
decides she would end world
always the case. It's TV people...
hunger. The next says she
it's called editing think about it.
would cure cancer. And this
We need to start being honest
continued until finally the last
with ourselves. Let's take the lead
contestant gave her response.
of Abraham I jncoln who was
"World Peace!"
known for being an honest man.
World Peace? Does that even
Upon being asked the question,
answer the question? 1 don't
think so.
"How many legs does a dog have
if you call the tail a leg?" Lincoln
Now, curing cancer is a noble
replied, "Four. Calling the tail a
goal, but don't you think that if
leg doesn't make it a leg."
it only cost $1 million that we
would have the cure by now?
The truth is, we can close our
Oh, and as for ending world
eyes to reality, but that doesn't
change the fact that it still exists.
hunger... if you ask me, some of
And much like the truth still
those contestants should start
exists even though people lie,
with themselves!
reality is still obtainable in the
Now, if I had $1 million, I
midst of the unreal.
would do the reasonable thing.
I'd put it towards my tuition, fix
Being fake is a problem conup the I londa, go on a shopping
suming our lives and we need to
spree, buy a pig and go backcorrect it. Every time we prespacking through Eastern Europe. ent ourselves in a false manner,
And that's the truth.
we get closer to becoming someHonestly, if you had SI million, one who we are not.
what would you do? Get Real!
So how do we fix this probSociety is turning into one
lem? Simple, we start by being
big beauty pageant. We are
ourselves.
surrounded by false images
We shouldn't compromise
and we are not being true to
our individuality by conforming
ourselves. Everyone is so busy
and molding into an image. We
trying to be someone who they
should create our own mold.
aren't that they never stop to see
We all have the potential to be
someone great, someone comexactly who they are; and that is
a problem. And 1 include myself
pletely different than everyone
in that.
else. But until we stop followIf I told you that I never
ing the norm and take that first
wished to be someone else or
frightening step towards finding
to have his fame and her looks...
ourselves, we'll never know what
that would be a lie. But I'm tired
lies ahead for us.
of the lies. Ifs time to resolve the
If we fail to acknowledge realissue of deception in society, it's
ity we cannot progress.
time to be happy with who we
So when we find ourselves in
are, and it's time to get real!
a world where false images are at
False images are imbedded
an all-time high, and conformity
in our everyday lives. Whether
is acceptable, and being an indiit is in the media or in our
vidual is frowned upon... it's time
schools, we are in a world full of for something to be done
imitation.
Find yourself, be true to who
It is this artificial world that is
you are, and get real!
eluding us all and feeding our
problem. The search for reality
Send comments to Taylor at
in today's society is like looking
tdcopel@bpu.edu.
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U.N. SAYS SYRIAN WEAPONS SLOW PROGRESS
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — Palestinian militants in
Lebanon are getting more weapons from Syria, one
reason why the Lebanese government has made no
significant progress in disbanding and disarming
militias that operate with impunity inside its borders,
a U.N. report said yesterday.

WORLD

US. death toll breaks Suicide bomber strikes central Israel
2,000 mark in Iraq
Vehicle accident kills
soldier, doubt about
war grows in public
By Thomas Wagner
IH{ ASS0CIA1ED PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq—The American
death (oil reached 2,001 yesterday with the announcement
that a soldier died in an accident
the night before. Three mostly
Sunn] Arab parties said they
have formed a coalition to compete in upcoming parliamentary
elections as the minority moves
to consolidate its power in the
political arena.
The soldier, whose identity
was withheld pending notification of relatives, died in a vehicle
accident Tuesday evening near
Camp Bucca, a U.S. detention
center in southern Iraq, the military said. The statement raised
by one the number of U.S. service members killed in the war
a day after the somber milestone
of 2,000 was reached.
Aroadsidebombalsodest royed
a Humvee in a U.S. convoy yesterday, but no American casualties were reported in that attack.
A U.S. warplane also struck a
suspected insurgent safe house
near the Syrian border yesterday and may have killed a senior
al-Qaida in Iraq figure identified only as Abu Dua who it said
assisted in smuggling Syrian and
Saudi fighters into Iraq, the U.S.
military said.
A military statement said
intelligence sources indicated
that Abu Dua — who allegedly
was part of an al-Qaida network
alongthe Syrian border—was in
thchouscatthetimeoftheattack
but his body has not been recovered. The statement also accused
him of kidnapping and execut-

ing people after trying them in
makeshift religious courts.
The U.S. Senate on Tuesday
observed a moment of silence in
honor of the fallen Americans.
"We owe them a deep debt of
gratitude for their courage, for
their valor, for their strength, for
their commitment to our country," said Republican Majority
I-eader Bill I'rist.
The milestone came amid
growing doubts among the
U.S. public about the Iraq conflict, launched in March 2003
to destroy Saddam Hussein's
alleged weapons of mass
destruction. No such arms were
ever found.
In Iraq, many people heard of
the 2,000 figure on Arab satellite
TV channels such as Al-)azeera
and Al-Arabiya.
Some Iraqis complained
that the attention was misguided because far more
Iraqis have died in the conflict than Americans. No one
knows an exact number of
Iraqi deaths, but there is some
consensus that an independent count of roughly 30,000
is a relatively credible tally of
Iraqi civilian deaths.
An Associated Press count of
war-related Iraqi deaths from
the time Iraq's elected government took office April 28
through Tuesday found 3.870
Iraqi deaths in that period
alone. More than two-thirds
were civilians while the rest
were Iraqi security personnel,
Iraq Body Count, a British
research group that compiles
its figures from reports by
the major news agencies and
British and U.S. newspapers,
has said 30051 Iraqis have been
killed since the war started.
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BGSU Department of Theatre & Film presents..
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Call the Box Office at

419-372-2719.

Deadliest attack in
months leaves five
dead, hurts peace talks

By Ann Heller
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

IIADIiRA. Israel — A Palestinian
suicide bomber standing in line at
a crowded falafel stand blew himself up yesterday in this central
Israeli town, killing five people,
wounding 21 and eroding hopes
that Israel's Gaza pullout would
revive peace talks.
Islamic lihad claimed responsibility for the deadliest attack in
Israel in more than three months,
with the Iranian-backed group
saying it was in retaliation for the
killing of a top militant leader by
Israeli tnxips earlier this week.
Yesterday also marked the lOtli
anniversary of theassassinationof

Islamic lihad chief liithi Shekaki
outsidea Malta hotel in a mission
widely attributed to Israel.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Mark Regev reacted to the
bombing by citing statements
from hard-line Iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad that
Israel should be "wiped oft the
map" and from llamas leader
Mahmoud Xahar in Gaza reiterating that group's commitment to
violent struggle.
"It appears the problem with
these extremists is that they followed through on their violent
declarations with violent actions,"
Regev told The Associated l*ress
Ambulances nished to the
scene after the explosion at the
falafel stand, which was in an
open air market next to die central bus station. Rescuers treated
tile wounded in a nearby field.
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JOHN NEWLOVE RIAL ESTATE, INC.
KiAl w.nmct 4I9.354.22M

The dead were sprawled on
the ground amid scattered fruit
and wrecked cars Shards i if glass
and blood covered
the sidewalk as rescuers moved back
liystandcrs to Ix'gin
collecting remains of

the dead

he said.This is a very < rowded
place, very central place. We IICUT
expected that this would happen.
We thought OUT world
was good but appai
entry we were wrong."
I he market was
hustling a day after
being dosed iin the
Icwisii holiday ol
Sinuhat lotah.

"We thought
our world
was
good hut

"Body
parts
leached all the way
until my apartment
DovLotzky, a police
building The damspokesman, said the
bomber was standing
age is really great,"
witness ljdan Akiva
in line at the l.il.iki
EIDAN
AKIVA.
WITNESS
stand when he detotold Channel ini IV
nated tlu'cvplnsivi'v
saying he lived 100
yards Ironi the blast.
iM.nii police said live people
were killed in addition to the siii
"All the stalls alongside jusi tt-lI

apparently
we were
wrong."

apart The windows arc all broken. It looks like a war was here,"
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JUDGE RULES NEGLIGENCE IN '93 BOMBING
NEW YORK (AP) — A jury ruled yesterday that the
Port Authority was negligent in the bombing of the
World Trade Center in 1993 — a long-awaited legal
victory for victims of an attack that killed six people
and wounded 1,000. More than a half-ton of explosives were housed in the garage in a Ryder van.
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Storm death toll rises
Hurrican Wilma
survivors asked to be
patient for food, water
By Allen Breed
IHi ASSOCUIED P«ESS

PORT l-AUDIiRDALF. Fla. Authorities raised Florida'sdeath
toll from I lurricane Wilma from
five to 10 yesterday and urged
ihe storm's survivors to haw
patience as they endured long
waits for food, water and other
necessities.
Gov. |eb Hush took responsibil ity yesterday for frustrating delays
at centers distributing supplies to
storm victims, but he also said
people who have waited in line
for hours seeking relief should

have done more to prepare for
the storm.
"People had ample time
to prepare. It isn't that hard to
gel ^' hours worth of food and
water," said Bush, repeating the
advice that officials had given
days before Wilma blasted across
southern l-lorida eariy Monday.
The 21st storm in the busiest Atlantic hurricane season on
record, Wilma killed at least 12
people in Haiti, four in Mexico
and one in Jamaica before hitting
l-lorida. State emergency management director Craig rugate
said yesterday that Florida's
death toll was 10, up from the five
deaths previously reported.
Hush spoke at a joint news conference with 1 lomeland Security

Secretary Michael Chertoff, who
oversees the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. FF.MA,
roundly criticized for its response
to Hurricane Katrina. was again
a focus of frustration yesterday
as Floridians faced long waits
for supplies that the mayor of
Miami-bade County warned
were running out.
On Tuesday, trucks carrying the
first wave of relief either arrived
much later than local officials
expected or didn't show up at all.
"I understand there arc frustrations here,'' Chertoff said. "As the
governor has acknowledged, we
can't always get to people what
we hope to get and as quickly as
PATIENCE, PAGE 7

CLEAN-UP: Oliverio Rojas, left, and Martin Vera Villagomez walk through rubble of their home Monday in
Imokalee, Fla., after Hurricane Wilma passed through the area.

President supports cuts Greenspan praises counciPs advice
Bush follows Congress'
lead, pushes spending
restraints on agencies
By Deb Riechmann
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — l>rcsident Hush
yesterday said he's willing to go
along with congressional plans to
make further cuts in the budget he
submitted in February saying he's
open to making broad-based cuts
in agency budgets.
In a speech to the Economic
Club of Washington, Hush said
lawmakers should make tax
relief permanent and restrain
die spending appetite of die federal government. Hush's message
was designed in part to ease die
worries of conservatives that the

Republican Party is not doing
enough to control spending and
cut die deficit.
"Earlier this year, I submitted
die most disciplined proposal for
non-security discretionary spending since Ronald Reagan was in
die White House," Bush said. "My
budget proposed an actual cut in
spending in non-security discretionary spending. Congress needs
to make diat cut real. I'm open to
a further, across-the-board spending cut as well."
The White House had earlier
responded tepidlytocongressional
GOP plans for across-the-board
cuts since they could mean curbs
in the Pentagon budget as well.
Bush's remarks came as congresBUDGET. PAGE 7

Agency created during
Truman's presidency;
lends economic tips
By Martin Cnrtsinger
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASIIINGION—FederalReserve
Chainnan Alan Greenspan yesterday praised die useful advice
provided to presidents over the
years by the Council of Economic
Advisers a tiny White House
agency now headed by the man
expected to succeed Greenspan.
Greenspan said the threemember council, created during
die Truman administration, was
"one of the most successful government agencies in history."
The council's current chairman
is Ben Bemanke, nominated by

President Bush on Monday to
succeed Greenspan at the Fed.
Greenspan said the council
and its supporting staff of professors on leave from universities
haw proved effective in promoting sound economic policies and
stopping bad economic ideas
from moving ahead.
"Throughout all this history, the
CEA has, in most cases, provided
the president with the best economic advice available at die time
and has, cnicially. been a consistent advocate for die importance
of market forces," Greenspan said
in a speech in Kansas City. Copies
of the text were made available in
Washington.
Greenspan made no mention
of Bemanke during his appearance, where he also was honored

widi the first Truman Medal for
Economic Policy, sponsored by
the Truman library Institute.
Greenspan noted in his remarks
that he was selected to be head of
the CEA by President Nixon and
was scheduled to haw his confirmation hearing in August 1974,
on the day that Nixon resigned
the presidency because of the
Watergate scandal.
Greenspan said President
Ford, who succeeded Nixon, renominated Greenspan for what
he called a "challenging time" in
economic decision making. "We
did not solve all the problems vw
confronted." Greenspan said.
Ford was defeated in the 1976
election by Jimmy Carter, who
ran on platform that the Ford
administration had failed to deal

with high unemployment and
high inflation.

Greenspan said when he took
over at the CEA in the fall of 1974,
die administration was focused
on combating inflation, but that
in just a few months, government
policy-milkers realized that the
U.S. had entered a recession and
die administration turned its
attention to promoting an economic recovery.
Greenspan said he found during his time at the CEA that trying
to forecast die economy through
die use of economic models had
its limits He said that he also
learned how invaluable timely
economic data could be and that
it was important for economic
COUNCIL. PAGE 7
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GOT GAME?
THEN STOP BY AND GET INTO OUR OAME.
0« STUDENT rHOM THI8 CAMPUS WILL WIN A 81.000 SCHOLARSHIP AT Til FOOTBALL BAMB THIB WICK.

EVERYONE WILL HAVE THB OPPORTUNITY TO ENTER A BWIEPSTACEB

ton

A CHANCE TO WIN A

2007

BATOR*

SKY™

ROADBTE%

GMAC
FINANCIAL
SERVICES
CAMPOS EVENTS OCTOBER

27-28

Team GMAC will be hanging out at the Union Oval on Thursday, October 27'" and Friday, October 28'" trom 11:00
am - 4:00 p.m. Stop by and compete In some old-time favorite games with your friends and classmates tor
great prizes - and enter a sweepstakes for a chance to win a 2007 Saturn SKY™ roadster.

SATWN
DAME DAY EVENTS OCTOBER

29

Come and show your support. Team GMAC and Saturn will be outside the football stadium this Saturday applying
school spirit tattoos a couple ol hours Jri, p Wc:.cf!. While you're at the GMAC/Saturn display, don't forget to
register for the chance to participate In the GMAC Bowl Right Stuff Challenge halftime activity. The first 500
students to register will receive a GMAC Bowl T-shirt. If you win the Right Stuff Challenge, you'll receive a
$1,000 scholarship!

You may also catch a glimpse o( the 2007 Saturn SKY roadster. It you like what you see, be sure to enter the
sweepstakes (entry form available at the display).
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CEA chairman
to be approved

Governor to distribute supplies fast

COUNCIL. FROM PAGE 6

PATIENCE, FROM PAGE 6

policy to take the long view.
"Although the pressures to use
the government's tools of economic management to achieve
one or another short-term aim
are always present, the tools of
government are. in fact, most
appropriately used to create an
environment in which private
economic activity can flourish
over time," he said.
Greenspan, who was selected
by President Reagan to become
Fed chairman in 1987, is an advocate of deregulation and allowing
market forces to work
Bemanke, if confirmed by the
Senate, would be the third CEA
chairman to become head of
the Federal Reserve. In addition
to Greenspan, Arthur Bums was
CEA chairman in the Eisenhower
administration and then Fed
chairman under Nixon.
Some Democrats have said they
planned to question Bemanke
specifically about whether he
believed he could defend the Fed's
independence from undue political influence.
Greenspan, in his speech, did
not mention current economic
conditions. The Fed, at its meeting
on Tuesday, is expected to raise a
key short-term interest rate for a
12th time. Such a move would be
seen as seeking to ensure that the
spike in energy prices following
the Gulf Coast hurricanes did not
contribute to more widespread
inflation problems.

we hope to do it."
Bush accepted responsibility for not having distribution
centers running smoothly
within 24 hours, and promised
to try to speed up distribution.
His brother President Bush is
expected to visit today.
At least one distribution
site in Miami-Dade was out
of supplies, and the other 10
were running low with material from FEMA, Miami-Dade
Mayor Carlos Alvarez said.
Alvarez expected supplies to
be stocked last night but said,
"I cannot give you a timetable
because, ladies and gentlemen, quite frankly, we don't
control those assets."
Alvarez called the relief process "flawed," called for more
control and oversight and said
he was "frustrated, disappointed, angered" with the delivery
of supplies.
Items Americans usually take for granted — a bag

STOP

other natural disaster in the
company's history. Service was
restored yesterday to about 20
percent of the 3.2 million customers who lost service.
In Mexico, thousands of
haggard tourists battled for
airline and bus seats out of
the country's hurricane-battered Caribbean resorts, but
thousands more remained
stranded yesterday. Officials
said about 22,000 foreign
tourists remained in the area
'luesday, down from a peak of
almost 40,000.
Many tourists were being
bused 10 hours or more across
hurricane-damaged roads
to the airport in Merida, on
the other side of the Yucatan
Peninsula. Flights and hotels
were booked there as well, but
most found it an improvement
over Cancun; one hotel owner
said some guests started to
cry because they had finally
found a clean place with running water.
There were signs of prog-

ress yesterday in Florida: More
streets were cleared of debris,
a few restaurants opened and
domestic flights resumed at
Miami International Airport.
Even trash removal returned
to some areas.
Getting needed goods, however, often was far from easy.
Hundreds of people lined
up outside one home-supply
store, desperate for cleanup
and other supplies. Burgers
were available at a handful of
fast-food restaurants open in
the Miami area.
The quantity of debris
is daunting: Pieces of roofs,
trees, signs, awnings, fences,
billboards and pool screens
were scattered across several counties, including the
state's most populous region
— the Miami, Fort Lauderdale
and West Palm Beach area.
Damage estimates ranged up
to S10 billion.
Wind of more than lOOmph
blew windows out of highrises.

'Across-the-board spending' a possibility
BUDGET, FROM PAGE 6

sional Republicans are advancing a budget implementation
bill to curb federal spending
by as much as $50 billion over
five years.
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by our office K
pick up tha
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of ice, a fast-food burger, a
gallon of gas — have taken
hours of patience to get since
Hurricane Wilma made its
destructive sweep.
Nine hours after she got in
line Tuesday at one designated
relief-supply location, Panic
Aristil, 23, of North Miami
wearily left for home with 28
pounds of ice and six liters of
bottled water.
"All that time," Aristil said.
"This is all we get?"
Police watched over the few
gas stations that were open as
a precaution in case motorists' tempers flared while they
waited for up to five hours to
buy fuel.
"I need gas for my generator
so I can go to work and make
some money," said Hector
Vasquez, 36. who repairs windows. "This shouldn't be this
difficult."
Florida Power & Light, the
state's biggest utility, said
Wilma affected more of its 4.3
million customers than any

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments

Earlier in the day, Bush met
with Senate Majority Leader Bill
Frist. House Speaker Dennis
Hasten and other lawmakers
to identify offsets and rescissions in the budget that can
provide for emergency relief in

mus
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We don't have to do that."

"Wc can help the people of
the Gulf Coast region recover
and rebuild and we can be
good stewards of the taxpayers' dollars at the same lime."
Bush said.

BOMBER. FROM PAGE 5

cide bomber. The Magen David
.Adorn rescue service said six people suffered serious wounds and
another 15 Win injured lightly.
'Ihe bomber was identified as
Hassan Ahu And, 20, according
lo residents who heard his name
announced on a bullhorn.
Israel's withdrawal from the
Gaza Strip last month raised hopes
for a return to Mideast peacemaking after five years of bloodshed.
The sides haw failed lo capitalize
on the pullout's momentum, and
the bombing appeared to hurt
prospects for a return lo talks.
Islamic lihad told the AP in a
phone call that the bombing was
to avenge the death of I-uay Saadi,
leader of the group's military wing
in the West Bank
Saadi was killed in a shootout
with Israeli soldiers closing in on
his hideout in the Tulkarem refugee camp Monday
"It Is a natural retaliation lor the
Israeli crimes committed against
our people, namely the crime
against Uiay Saadi." Islamic lihad
spokesman Khadcr llabib said.
'The Islamic lihad movement was
committed to the mice, and is still
commuted to the mice, hut this
mice should lie mutual. We cannol tolerate a one-sided truce."
Palestinian leader Mahmoud
Abbas condemned the attack,
saving it "harms Pakstinian interests and could widen the cycle
of violence, chaos, extremism ;md
bloodshed."

P ofPlanned
Parenthood
Northwest Ohio. Inc.

26th Annual

in Good Locations!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE INC.

a "fiscally responsible" way.
"Some have said that the
unprecedented destruction
caused by the recent humcanes means that we've got to
put our plans to cut the deficit
on hold," Bush said. "I disagree.

Islamic Jihad
accepts blame

Emergency Contraception
Birth Control
Gynecological Exams
Pregnancy Testing
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Screening & Treatment)
HIV Counseling & Testing
Free & Confidential)
• HIV Walk-In Testing
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Senior Portraits Next Week!!
Make Your Appointment Now

Free

Call 372-8086 today to schedule your personal portrait
session between 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Nov. 2 - 4th.
This free portrait session is valued at $20 and your
picture will appear in the 2006 University Yearbook.
You'll also get some great poses form which to select a personal portrait package, too.
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Cliff Lee has surgery

PORTS

CI.EVF.IAND (AP) — Indians
left-hander Cliff Lee undcrweni
surgery to repair a hernia yeslerday. but is expected to fully
recover for the start of training
camp in Febniary.
Lee. who went 18-5 with a 3.79
BRA in 32 starts last season, had
the arthroscopic operation in
Philadelphia — a follow-up to
mote extensive surgery in 21X13.

THURSDAY
October 27,
2005
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Falcons handle Vikings

MAC media picks BG
to finish in first place

Despite sluggish start BG wins fourth road game in a row

Poll chooses Falcons
to top East, Eastern
Michigan to top West

By Jason A. Dnon
•(POUTER

After dropping the first match
against Cleveland Slate Tuesday
night, the Bowling (la-en volleyhall team never looked back.
Redshirt freshman kendra
Halm pounded down a gamehigh 17 kills, and Chrissy Cothke
recorded her sixth triple-double
of the season chipping in with
11 kills. 46 assists and 19 digs as
the I'alcons defeated the Vikings
in tour sets, 25-30, 30-26, 30-21,
32-30, to capture their third consecutive victory.
BG, which improved its nonconference record to 14-9, has
also won six of the last seven
matches and four straight on
(he road.
Mead coach IJenise Van IX>
Walle said (he team played like
they were still on the bus during
die game one loss,
"I thought that we were a little
bit too slow, looked lethargic ...
and Cleveland Slate was ready to
go." she said before yesterday's
practice. "Ihey were very aggressive, served the ball very well, hit
hard. They were really ready."
CSII hit .235 compared to the
I'alcons' .170 in game one, but
Van IX' Waiie said the Falcons
came out looking like a new learn
once they changed sides.
"We started to serve belter,
pass better... Our blocking was
good, hitting the ball harder." she
said. "It was just a complete turnaround. I was really glad to sec it.
"We just talked about having to
play harder and diat Cleveland
Slate was really outworking us."
she said. "One of my pet pcovos iwhen I look out on the floor and
feel like another team is outworking us So we talked about work
ing harder, hitting the ball harder
and we did."
CSU (15-7) was led by lenna
Maddocks' 1.3 kills.
Mandeline Means added 10
kills and 10 digs off the bench
for BG, while Stephanie Swiger,
Ashlei Nofzinger and Meghan
Mohr totaled 22 of the team's 66
kills on the night.
Van De Walle said the win was
different from any other win
they've had over a conference
leader this season.
"The IPFW (Indiana-Purdue
Ion Wayne) match, we were
good from the start," she said.
"We were very aggressive ... And
we were at home. It was just a
slow start (against Cleveland
State], but I do attribute that to

Cl JVEIAMD (AP) — Defending
champion Eastern Michigan
and Bowling Green were picked
by the media yesterday to win
the Mid-American Conference
division titles this season in
women's basketball.
Eastern Michigan received 132
points and 20 first-place votes in
balloting by media who cover
(he league. The Eagles have four
sorters back, including Ryan
Colcman and Nikki Knapp.
Weslen. Michigan was
picked second in (he Wcs(
Division followed by Ball State,
Toledo, Northern Illinois and
Central Michigan.
Bov. iingGreen, which won the
MAC tournament last season, is
moving to die East Division. The
Falcons renirn all five starters
and received 132 points and 17

MAC MEDIA POLL
CLEVELAND (AP) - Results of
the preseason women's MAC
basketball poll, with firstplace votes in parentheses.
EAST
1, Bowling Green (17) 132
2, Kent State (6) 117
3, Miami 93
4, Ohio 68
5, Buffalo 40
6, Akron 33
WEST
1, Eastern Michigan (20) 132
2, Western Michigan (3) 99
3, Ball State 86
4, Toledo 83
5, Northern Illinois 44
6, Central Michigan 39

first-place voles.
Ken( S(a(c was picked a close
second with 117 points and six
first-place votes followed by
Miami, Ohio, Buffalo and Akron.

Mike Metiier BGNews

SPIKE: Senior Emily Manser spikes the ball in a recent match. The team started slowly, showing effects from
traveling on the toad. Eventually they were able to tame the aggressive Vikings and beat them in tour sets.

just getting Uiere, getting off the
bus (hen having to go. We were
just sluggish.''
Halm played a big role in
helping rebound from a sub-par
performance, according to Van
IX-Walle.
"She had a great night," Van
De Walle said. "She really did
stand out."
The Falcons return to con-

ference play this weekend with That we're going to have to fight
road matches against Ohio and for these matches," she said.
Kent State, Friday and Saturday, "With the schedule that we have,
respectively.
non-conference and conference,
Hut Van IX-Walle said she likes everyone thai we play is good.
the team's mindset right now,
"There arc no 'gimmies'," she
especially with tough competi- continued. "So we have to fight
tion looming
hard for these matches, and I
"What I like is how hard we're really like tha(. (Tuesday) nighl 1
fighting and we talk about that thought we really fought hard for
pregame, during the game ... that match."

BG News rile Photo

BIG SWING: Sophomore Jessica McCann sets up for a shot earlier
this season. The Falcons played in the Cincinnati Fall Classic.

HOCKEY

Falcons hope momentum stays with them Falcons use strong
second round to
After rough beginning
to their schedule team
finish sixth in Cincy
aims for victories
WHAT'S NEXT

By Kevin Shields
REPORTER

One league point may not seem
like much, but right now it's a
point the Falcon hockey team
will take after earning a 2-2 tic
in Columbus on Friday night
against third-ranked Ohio State.
The tie ended a three-game
losing streak (o begin (he season
and came jus( one nigh( after BG
suffered an embarrassing 7-2 loss
in (heir league opener ar home
to the Buckeyes in a game where
OSU clearty dominated the play
from the s(art.
"It was real important for us
to come out and have a good
strong game against a top team
in the nation," BG cap(ain IX>n
Morrison said. "It was definitely
a real big s(ep (owards moving in
(he right direction and hopefully

After Ferris, the Falcons face
a continued set ol challenges.
Next on the schedule:
■ Nov. 5 and 6 hosting
Nebraska-Omaha
■ Nov 10 and 11 at Notre Dame
■ Nov. 18 and 19. hosting NMU

we can keep that momentum
going into (his next weekend."
BG also snapped a 10-game losing streak against the Buckeyes,
and it marked the first time coach
Scott Paluch has been able to
take points from the Buckeyes in
his 10 games against them.
Paluch and his learn will now
look to build on that positive
and sustain the momentum they
have built up as they entertain
Ferris State tonight in a homcand-home league series that
will conclude on Saturday in Big
Rapids, Mich. Both face offs are
set for 7:05 p.m.

"It was important to grab a
point in temis of it being a positive number on (he weekend,"
l'aluch said of (he (wo games
againsi OSU. "Bui more importantly it was the way we bounced
back and the attitude we showed
from Thursday to Friday and how
well we played. It showed a lot
alnun our learn and whal our
team is capable of doing."
A big reason for the bounce
back Friday related to a change
OD defense the Falcons made
after Thursday night's game at
the Ice Arena. Instead of having
everyone deep in die offensive
/one like in the previous games
when the Falcons had control of
die puck, Paluch moved his forwards and defensemen further
back while on the artack to prevent the odd-man rushes that
had plagued the team in their
first three games.
"I think our (cam has responded well to it," he said. "We can
still creale a lo( of great scoring

chances and ye( be pretty responsible in transition and on defense.
Consequendy It also allowed us
to get some pretty good scoring
chances from our high guys"
The adjustment also made
life a little easier on goaltender
Ion 11< irn• 11 who stopped 41-of43 shots on Friday to help him
earn Central Collegiate Hockey
Association Goaltender of the
Week honors, limmy Sprart
-1 ai led Thursday, allowing seven
goals with many coming on shots
he didn't have much of a chance
(o s(op.
"Our goals against has been a
lo( more (cam related in terms
of us having a lol of breakdowns
in those two losses to Boston
College and Ohio Slate," Paluch
said. "Those breakdowns lead (o
a lo( of backdoor goals and ones
(ha( quite frankly not a lot of goalies are going to stop."
Mitch O'Keefe is one goalie
HOCKEY. PAGE 10
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Team improves by 31
shots from the first to
the second round
By Adam Wean
REPORTER

Adjustments. The little things
that champions do between
tournaments, rounds and
even shots. Bowling Green's
women's golf team made some
big adjustments from Monday
to Tuesday as they finished 6th
at (he Cincinnati Fall Classic
BG improved its score from
the firsl round ro (he second
round by 31 shois, giving them
a solid finish at a competitive
tournament. The team shot a
354 on Monday followed by a
323 on Tuesday.
"The second round proved

WHAT'S NEXT
The Falcons are now winding
down their season tor the winter. The roster that starts next
season will have some familiar
faces, however. The team will
only say goodbye to one senior.
Amanda Schroeder.

we can fight back" said Jessica
McCann. "It will be a good
experience for (he nex( tournament where we are a few strokes
behind (he (earn in front of us
and need to catch them"
McCann led the way for the
Falcons, shooting an 88-79
in her two rounds for a 167.
Thar gave her a finish of 21st
GOLF. PAGE 9

SPORTS
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CROSS COUNTRY

READY FOR MAC CHAMPIONSHIPS
Kipchumba,
Finnan lead
men's squad

Roflowand
company
raring to go

Team believes they
can improve greatly
on last season's finish

Coach aims for a top
three finish from her
resilient runners

By Adam Miezin
REPORTER

By Jessica Ameling

The BGSU men's cross country team will see if the hard
work of the past few months
had paid off as they head to
Northern Illinois University for
the 2005 MAC Cross Country
Championships.
Led for much of the season
by Rogers Kipchumba, Brett
Finnan, freshman, has also
stepped up to boost the team's
overall performance.
"Brett Finnan has done a
nice job of stepping up and
contributing this fall," coach
Cami Wells said. "It is tough for
a freshman to step in and have
success that first year."
Finnan has received praise
from his teammates as well.
"I think Brett has been racing
really well for a freshman; his
performance at All-Ohio was
impressive," said Aaron Smuda,
sophomore.
Even with Finnan's success,
the team recognizes that winning the MAC Championship is
a long shot.
"Our goal is to improve our
position from last year and
to run to the best of our ability on Saturday," Wells said. "Of
course everyone would like to
win but you don't go from last
to first in one year."
"To win the MAC, a team
would have to have all of their
runners less than 26 minutes,"
Smuda said.
Winning may not be a likely
outcome for the Falcons at the
MAC Championship, but that's
not to say that BGSU will not be
out there trying.

Saturdayat 11 a.m.,the Bowling
Green women's cross country team will face their ultimate test—the Mid-American
Conference Championships.
Coach Cami Wells said the
team will be'vying for at least
a top three finish in the meet,
which will be held in DeKalb,
Illinois.
The Falcons have only been
beaten by two MAC teams this
season, Akron and Toledo. BG's
runners said they will be gunning for those two teams, but
ultimately they will be focused
on their own race. Wells said
the only thing her runners need
to worry about is walking off
the course after the race with
no regrets.
"I believe you work hard and
you race hard and when it is all
said and done I know this team
will give me the best effort they
have to give on Saturday, and as
a coach that is all I can ask for,"
Wells said.
Last season BG placed seventh as a team, led by graduated
senior Niki Suitor's 20th place
and Stephanie Hillman's 21st
place finish. Hillman, who has
been the team's consistent No. 2
runner all season, said she can't
wait to step up to the starting
line on Saturday.
"I love the nervous-excited
feeling you get when you artout there performing for your
team," Hillman said.
"I just take a deep breath and
tell myself 'this is what we have

tik'1
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LEADER OF THE TEAM: Rogers
Kipchumba has been the Falcons'
top runner this season

WHArS NEXT
The MAC meet is not the end
ot the season tor the Falcons.
The teams tace an NCAA
regional in Bloomington. Ind.
on November 12, at which a
team or individual runners
could qualify for the national
meet in Terre Haute.

Since the All-Ohio race a few
weeks ago, the team has tried
to rest a bit while doing enough
work to be sharp for this weekend.
"We've started to bring down
our mileage in order to get our
legs ready to run personal bests
at MAC," said Kevin Kaighlin,
sophomore.
"We have been working
hard at staying as a pack during workout to work on closing
the gaps that are between us in
races," said co-captain Bryan
lackson.
"Closing these gaps are a
huge key to us being successful
this weekend."

2 FREE GYROS!
Buy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Get 2 FREEI
www.mlliufc6.ani • 4193528639

Exp. 1220.05
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THREE'S A CROWD: The Falcons team hopes to claim a top three
finish at this weekend's MAC Championships, likely joining Akron and
Toledo, the only two MAC teams the Falcons lost to this season.

been working so hard for all
season—now go out and do it!'"
The Falcons hope to take the
lessons they learned from last
year's conference meet and
improve their finish this year.
"I learned that in a race like
this every point is important,"
lamie Roflow, sophomore,
said. "The smallest thing can
affect a team's place, so we just
need to leave everything we
have out there."
Bridget Dalic, junior, added
that "we also will not count out
any other team, because like
I've seen in the past, anything
and everything can happen at
the MAC Championship meet."
The last time the Falcons
won the conference meet
was in 1998, and it has been
ten years since an individual
champion has hailed from BG.
However, BG is second in the
MAC for total team championships with seven.
While some coaches may
focus on pack-running, Wells
said she believes each runner
has to follow her own game plan
during the race. Hillman said
that the team will have to reach
beyond their normal game
plans in order to be successful

Coach says
team can
play tough
against all

at the MAC Championship.
"It is always important to
run your own race, and Cami
reminds us of that. However, in
a meet like this you also have
to take chances," Hillman said.
"After a long season of training
and hard work, you can be surprised what you can do if you
take a risk and try to run out of
your comfort zone."
Freshman Kara Butler agreed,
saying the team's strategy is to
"be smart about it, but leave all
you have out there. MAC'S is the
race we prepare most for. This is
what our season is all about, so
we want to go out there and give
it everything we have."
The Falcons will be goinginto
this race with fresh legs, as they
haven't raced since the All-Ohio
Championships two weeks ago
where they placed fourth. Wells
has also tapered their training
at the end of the season to make
sure they will go into the meet
well rested.
"We have done all there is
to do training-wise," Andrea
Pollack said. "We did all we can
physically, now it's all mental.
Kveryonc looks great at practice and I can't wait to see the
outcome."

in the tournament. The other
Falcons who finished well
were Carley Hrusovsky (169,
T-23rd), Amanda Schroeder
(169. T-23rd). Amanda Bader
(174, 31st) and l.indscy
Ionkhoff(180,T-38thl.
Toledo won the tournament, shooting a team score
of 615. BG's team score 677.
But, considering the poor first
round, the Falcons rebounded well to compete with the
best in the tournament.
"We all are capable of being
impressive but golf is a funny
game, where you can have
a bad day and recover with
a good round the next," said
McCann. "And that's what we
proved to do."
The Falcons have noticed
improvement since last year.
They are finishing more in
the middle of the pack said
to McCann.
The team continues to work
and try to avoid these near
disastrous first rounds that
seem to have become a trend.
The team seems to be headed
in the right direction, but the
fall season ended at UC. The
spring is coming soon, hopefully with a lot of promise.
This is a team that hopes
to catch a few breaks and
contend for the MAC title. As
good as Toledo has been, it
will be tough to beat them.
"Ithinkone important factor
of playing well is confidence,"
said McCann. "Trusting your
swing and putting stroke and
being able to keep your head
up after a bad shot and recover on the next hole."
Confidence is earned with
time. Throughout the season
the team has gained the confidence to compete at a higher
level. The way things are looking, the spring should be a
bright time for the Falcons.
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Falcons face tough
goalie in O'Keefe
the game fairly similar to the

HOCKEY. FROM PAGE 8

way we play in terms of getwho has been stopping pucks

ting after it and finishing a

well, as he made 45 saves on 50

lot of checks,"

shots he faced for the weekend

"They're a quick team especially up front — they got a

two ties at Lake Superior State.

lot of guys that can jump and

The weekend also earned him

make plays and

the CCIIA Rookie of the Week

pressure on you because of

honors.

their foot speed. They're one

The

Bulldogs

are a

young

team all-around, but have a lot
of returning players who have

they'll

tion from

their

line of Mike

in the past.

Falk. Alex Foster and lonathan

Forward Matt Verdone is lead-

Matsumoto who accounted for

ing the (XHA in goals scored

all four goals scored by BG on

with six as Ferris conies into the

the weekend. Matsumoto leads

games averaging three goals a

the team with four goals this

game, which is tied for sixth in

year as he had a goal and three

the league.

assists on the weekend.
"It's been amazing playing with

Bulldogs are Mark Bomersback,

Foster and

Zac Pearson.

Greg Rallo and

said. "I played with them at the

Falk."

Matt Stefanishion, who recorded

end of last year and we've just
carried that momentum from

last season.

last year over to the beginning of

"They're a team that plays
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Campus Events
Bowling Green State University will be holding it's annual Law
Caravan on Thursday. October
27, 2005. 308 McMaster Meeting
Room, 11:00 a.m.-2:00p.m. Meet
with law school representatives
Irom around the country, galher
admis-sions materials, and learn
about the law school admissions
process This event is free and
open to the
public Refreshments will be
served.

Campus Events

1

ACT NOW- SPRING BREAK 2006
Book Early and Save. Lowest Prices
Hottest Destinations. BOOK 15=2
FREE TRIPS OR CASH FREE
MEALS/ PARTIES BY 11/7 Hrghesl
Commission. Best Travel Perks
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From S299! Includes Meals.
Taxes, Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events. Beach Parties With Celebrities As Seen On Real World. Road
Rules! On Campus Reps Needed!
promocode: 31
www SpnngBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386
CANCUN, ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From S4991 Travel With Americas
Largest & Elhics Award Winning
Spring Break Company! Fly Scheduled Airlines. Free Meals, Dnnks,
Biggest Celebrity Parties1 OnCampus Marketing Reps Needed!
promocode: 31
www SpringBreakTravel.com

1-800-678-6386

What our Falcons need is 30.000
cheering them on this Saturday.
Plan on being at the Doyt Saturday
at 4:00
Pagliais & Campus Pollyeyes

/
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'BARTENDING' up lo S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Qet Paid To Drive a Brand New Car!
Now paying drivers S8O0-S320O a
month. Pick up your free car key
today, www.freecarkey.com

Kidz Watch now hiring care givers
for Perrysburg. Sylvania, & new
location on Airport Rd. Days
evenings, weekends, sub, off-srie
event care, & in home care. Apply in
person or send resume to 580 Craig
Or Perrysburg Oh 43551
419-874-9678
Local Fortune 500 company now
hiring FT/ PT perminent positions.
Men & women start immed.
Are you earning 5600/ wk? If not call
now for interview. 419-354-2069.
Part-time wait stall needed"
Apply at LaRoe's Restaurant in
Grand Rapids. 419-832-3082
Rte. delivery driver Sylvania. OH
area. Work PT during school yr &
FT summer break, flex schedule.
Weekend avail a plus. Call Jeremy
or Gary 800-899-8070
Student Work
Immediate Openings
$11.75 base/appt., flex, scried, cust
sales/ service, all ages 17 & older,
conditions apply, 419-861-6134.
transpotatlon - sub positions available lor Bus Driver (CDL required)
and Bus Aide in the Transportation
Department al Wood County board
of MR/DD.
Salary ranging from
$8.50 - $13.36.
Musi have High
School diploma/GED.
Application
packet me be obtained from the
Wood County Board of MR/DD, Em.
B, 1160 East Gypsy Ln„ Rd., BG.
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. EOE
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Get paid lo Ihink
Make $75 taking on line surveys.
www.moneyauthor.com

Spring Break Website! Low
Prices guaranteed Book 11 people,
get 12th trip free' Group discounts
for6.www,SBrlnflBreakDiscounts
com or www.LelsureToura.csm or
800838-8202

Go FALCONS football. There is 168
hours in the week and we should be
able to give 3 hours to support your
football team. See you at the Doyt
Saturday
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419-494-9679

Help Wanted

1
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We heard some students slill had
not tried Campus Pollyeyes chicken
&
cheese
stuffed
breadsticks.
Crazy isn't it. 440 E Court 352-9638

this season."

Travel

*
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All girl band looking tor a
keyboardist Call Styx at

Matsumoto

a hat-trick in a 5-5 tie with BG

*

■
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INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC INNERTUBE
WATER POLO - OCT. 27

league."

-'

■

Personals

of the quicker teams in this

proven to be big-scorcis for them

Other key returnees for the

Thinking healthy consider Pagliais
salads, chet, veggie turkey, grilled
chicken, taco. chicken salad or just
come in and eat trom the salad Bar
945 S Main 352-7571

put

BG continues to get produc-

KAPLAN

brought to you by

Paluch said.

as Ferris (1-1-2. 0-2-2) earned

The Daily Crossword Fix

Services Offered
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ACROSS
1
5
8
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
24
25
27
28
33
34
35
38
39
40
41

French cleric
NBC classic
James of "Wall Street"
Clarified fat'
London W.C.
borealls
Start of Evan Esar quote
Sort of street
Rebellion leader Turner
Commutes
Oncte's wife
Wise
Afore
Up-to-date, for short
Part 2 of quote
Amen!
Actress Lupino
Composer Thomas
Tall stories
Florida component
Haas of "Witness"
"Mockingbird" singer Foxx

42
43
44
47
49
50
51
53
55
58
60
62
63

»>

»•<

1 King of comedy
2 Lower California
3 Very dry. as champagne
4 Hall of famer Roush
5 _ of hand
6 Beats me
7 Attain also-ran status
8 _ Paulo
9 Kicked away
10 Vicinity
11 Bear's expectation
12 Muse of poetry
13 Shot out beams
18 Complimentary
22 Rundown
24 Reaction to ragweed
26 Genetic letters
28 Italian wine region
29 Lamenting sound
30 Sailor
31 Connect
32 Some Middle
Easterners
36 Writer Ogden
37 Como _ Usted?
39 Prepare to crawl

Singer DiFranco
Unassuming
Part 3 of quote
Abu Dhabi toe.
Very wide shoe
Aits in the Seine
Tool for evening
Turner and Cantrell
Pouchlike structure
Hair dressing
End of quote
Activate
French friend

40
42
43
45
46
47
48
52
54
55
56
57
59
61

«■

Most underhanded
Had lunch
Skin pigment
Pointer
Movies
Bet more
Stag
Captures
Quickly please!
Rebuff
Land measure
Lincoln coin
Pamphlet ending?
Greek letter

ANSWERS
1 3 0
f. H n
3 r> N

•

V

64 Swivel
H

65 More crowded
66 Hamsun novel
67 Aid a criminal
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
(ALL THl WORLD LLADIR IN TEST PRE1'
GMAT

GRE

MCAT

1-800-KAP-T1-.ST

LSAT

DAT

KAPLAN

NCLEX

www.KAP'lI SI.COM

For Sale

For Rent

For Rent

'85 Toyota Camry, Order, 4 DR, Auto. Runs Perfect, Dependable. $850
419-354-1669

(Only)Buckeye Sludloa(2 yra .old)
Student Housing Available for 2005
Monthly. Semester & Year Long
Leases Fully Furnished, includes all
utilities & 25" TV As low as
$425/mo Call 419-352-1520

3 and 4 bedroom house and
apartment available now
419-353-8206
Low Monthly Rentals
$375 monthly included utilities,
phone, cable, and furniture.
No Contract

For Rent
"$199.00 Mo., Next to campus also
a 3 A 6 Bdrm .houses all next to
campus & Avail. NOW Call 419353-0325 9am-9pm. 2nd Sem. 1 .2.
& 4 Bdrm apts +rooms

812 3rd St. Close to BCSU.
newly painted. 3 BR, 1 Bath,
privacy fenced In bk. yard,
$640/ mo +dep. you pay util.
Call Mary 419-474-7775

Please Call 419-352-5211
Sublet 3 txfrm. 2 bath furnished apt
on Thurstin till May 06 $6O0/mo ♦
util 419-358-8205

'.

'entinq Starts First Week Of Wouemh
City Events

Go online to view our 2006/2007 availability,
pictures, map of locations, paperwork, and other
info to make your search easier.
Or stop by Office for listing:

Terror AtTheWestwood com
TerrorAtT heWestwood com
Terror AtTheWestwood com
College ID Night Thursday

1045 N. Main Suite B
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-353-5000 - info@meccabg.com
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709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

Pecan Chicken
& Mashed Potatoes. Uravy, Coleslaw,
Vegetable and Combrcad Stuffing.

CINEMA S

♦ From 4 pm until 9 pm ♦

Ms
pW|IW«W7^l

In Downtown Bowling Green

Smoking & Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans

Adidas Sideline Clothing

The Best Seal In Town
■fgifS'Tf1 *"*F^y***F "^ *CTr***'^f *** *c*g.

Zip Front Jacket *6S
Wiwdshirt Iff
Slack Hooded Sweatshirt HO
Slack Crewtieck Sweatshirt *?2

Ww*.* t»*4 fa* fridai 10 ■21 ,'05 - nwrMrr 10/27/0
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2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S500/month

Full Year Lease

For Rental Information:

^

Contact Jack at
1-80O-829-8638
or Steve at
(419)352-1150

Iim« Mi f) shew Sat & .Sun only. Time* in [ ] Show
Thus, Fri, Sat, & Sun. only.
* Must be 11 to pun have tickets or be aaompiMetJ
by parent or leoalgua'dian
SrCjn-uplotShowrwneeff>>ilatwwy,(inerriark.corn

Store Hours: Saturday 9am- 5:50pm
Sunday 12pm- 5:50pm

« D*T ICNtWIIii.lt MUS . MttWt -HO UHJBMrflB

.cinemark.com
Jf
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ionship Issues?
Adjusting to college life?
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Drugs£ akotei baconiDC > pnbftn?

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance

HOUSES!

• Patio
• Spacious kitchen

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

• Pets welcome!

:

Now Leasing
for 2006

REE HEATv*«m.iQw»i
AMJrTMDm

3
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Call 419-352-9392
for current listing
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bookstore.bgsu^du
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

Store

Visit us in the FANatic Store in the endzone at Saturday's football
game arid watch the POSU Falcons take on the Akron Zips.

These houses won't
last long

All purchases at the University Bookstore support University programs.
B!G Charge, Mastercard, Visa, Discover, cash and check accepted.

Call TODAY!

Serving the Bowling Green (ommunity for over 70 years.

Alli-s in Mental Health, LLC

419-353-7715 1*X

30 S Mam St. Suite 718 Bowfing Green]
419.354 AIMH (2464)

FKOBOSI- RIMAI.S

Visit our i

.'ion BGSU on Main in downtown Bowling <

